BLUE-FACED   VENUS
scale and at a pace that staggered even me. Mechanically the
place was a marvel of perfection, and it was more like the con-
ventional conception of hell than anything I have seen. The
performance was on a circular stage, raised about two feet from
the ground and round this, their faces upturned like animals
waiting to be fed, sat the guests. Leggy women with lots of bust
came up through the floor and down through the ceiling and
appeared in alcoves in the walls or in miniature reproduction on
tiny moving-picture screens incessantly, while the lights changed
from red to green and blue and yellow and back to red and the
smoke rose and drifted about. They danced, these grinning girls,
they floated overhead, they disappeared into unexpected apertures
in the walls and reappeared through others, they performed
acrobatic feats, they were whirled round by the rotating stage,
they vanished into the depths and were shot into the heights,
they tied themselves into knots on trapezes, they posed in sug-
gestive, red-illuminated tableaux with almost naked male
partners, and finally they flew round overhead on a kind of merry-
go-round, so that you should see the only thing you had as yet
missed, the soles of their feet.
For me, each of them had a blackberry pudding for a face.
Somehow, I was sure that the woman I had seen was one of these,
that the answer to the questions I had been asking myself about
her was to be found in such a place as this. But she was beautiful.
I went, swearing never to come to one of these exasperatingly
stupid places again. The next morning I sat again on the little
cafe terrace over against the Danube, the same terrace from which
I had seen the people across the street craning their heads over
the railings as I drank my coffee. Now I drank coffee again, and
read the Pester Lloyd. In an obscure corner I found a little item,
headed, 'Three bodies recovered from the Danube5. It began like
this:
Yesterday afternoon the body of a female person aged from
20 to 25 years was seen near the quayside before the Technical
High School and was recovered. The body was partly
clothed, but no clue to its identify could be found.
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